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Abstract  6 

This paper concerns the mitigation of damage in aircraft luggage containers subjected to 7 

internal blast loading. It reports findings of experimental and computational work on the 8 

influence of venting on the blast response of scaled unit load devices. The internal geometry 9 

of the structure was based on a 1:6 scale version of the commonly used LD-3 unit load 10 

device. To simplify the problem, only the face closest to the aircraft primary structure could 11 

deform whilst the other walls were kept rigid. Small, spherical, charges of PE4 plastic 12 

explosive were detonated inside the scaled structures. The fully confined blast tests exhibited 13 

the highest permanent displacements and were the only tests to produce rupture of the target 14 

plate. Introducing venting reduced the target plate displacement significantly. Computational 15 

simulations were developed using LS-Dyna to provide additional insight into the blast 16 

loading and its interaction with the structure beyond what could be measured experimentally. 17 

Venting appeared to have no effect on the pressure peak, but it was effective at removing the 18 

late-time pressure reflections. The influence of the side venting was slightly obscured in the 19 

experiments due to boundary pulling-in effects at higher charge masses, but the simulations 20 

showed that venting from two sides was slightly more effective in reducing target plate 21 

deformation than single-sided venting. The paper demonstrates the potential benefit of using 22 

LD-3 ULDs unit load device with canvas sides (rather than solid ones) and venting 23 

lengthwise along the aircraft body to redirect the loading away from vulnerable locations. 24 

Keywords: Blast loading; venting; aircraft structures; deformation; blast experiments; 25 

modelling 26 

 27 

 28 
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Introduction 29 

Bombing incidents onboard aircraft have decreased significantly and air travel continues to 30 

be the safest mode of transportation [1-4]. However, bombings still happen occasionally, and 31 

it is impossible to guarantee they will not occur again, although airline security is among the 32 

strictest in the world [4]. Therefore, improving survivability following onboard explosions 33 

remains a high research priority. A possible location for explosives onboard is a luggage 34 

container.  Most commercial aircraft use container-type ULDs (unit load devices) to store 35 

freight and passenger luggage in the lower deck [5]. Detonation within a ULD could cause 36 

catastrophic failure, especially if it ruptures and the blast waves impinge directly on the 37 

fuselage skin [6].  38 

The LD-3 is a commonly used ULD as it is compatible with most wide-bodied commercial 39 

air-craft [5].  The LD-3 is approximately half the width of the cargo hold and has a diagonal 40 

side to accommodate the curvature of the aircraft body. Two LD-3 containers are installed 41 

alongside back-to-back in the lower deck of the aircraft, with several pairs of containers 42 

spaced along the length of the aircraft [5]. The diagonal side of the ULD is positioned closest 43 

to the fuselage. Rupture of this face presents a risk to the fuselage should an explosive 44 

detonation occur within the ULD. LD-3 structures are manufactured from sheet aluminium 45 

alloy which is riveted to a lightweight frame. One or two of the straight sides are sometimes 46 

replaced with canvas sheeting [5], which makes it easier to access the contents.   47 

An internal explosion within a ULD would normally be classified as a confined blast [7]. The 48 

detonation of plastic explosive produces a blast wave that will generate multiple shock waves 49 

reverberating within the container due to the reflected pressure from the ULD walls. A rise in 50 

internal pressure is also generated by the expansion of the explosion products, producing a 51 

long duration, quasi-static load on the container, which diminishes quicker as more venting 52 

area is introduced [8-9]. In some LD-3 structures, the use of canvas sheeting allows for 53 

venting that should reduce the quasi-static pressure. 54 

Keenan and Tancreto [8] categorised confined blasts according to a scaled venting area – 55 

which was indicative of the degree of confinement – as described by Eq. (1).  56 

𝜁𝜁 =
𝐴𝐴𝑉𝑉2/3     (1) 57 

Where 𝜁𝜁 = scaled venting area, 𝐴𝐴 = total venting area, and 𝑉𝑉 = free volume within the 58 
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container. Containers with 𝜁𝜁 = 0 are termed “fully-confined”, and containers with 𝜁𝜁 < 0.6 and 59 𝜁𝜁 > 0.6 are termed “partially-confined” and “fully-vented”, respectively. 60 

 61 

Geretto et al. [10] investigated the deformation of square steel plates when blast tested with 62 

different degrees of confinement. Spheres of plastic explosive PE4 (10-70g range) were 63 

detonated at the geometric centre of the cuboidal structures, which were designed to be either 64 

fully-confined or fully-vented (with 𝜁𝜁 = 1.0). The results were compared to similar 65 

unconfined air-blast test results on square plates. For the same charge mass, the permanent 66 

midpoint displacement increased with an increasing degree of confinement.  67 

Gatto and Krznaric [11] investigated the effect of luggage capacity and a venting area (with 𝜁𝜁 68 

= 0.840) on the blast response of ULDs. Three different luggage capacities: 0% (empty), 50% 69 

and 75% full were compared, and the results showed that luggage significantly reduced the 70 

pressure magnitudes (for example, 75% luggage capacity reduced the initial peak pressures 71 

by 99%). Additional tests investigated the effect of venting, by replacing the steel door with a 72 

plywood door (venting available only after the door failed) and no door (venting immediately 73 

available). The venting area only reduced the quasi-static pressure, with immediate venting 74 

allowing the quickest return to atmospheric pressure after detonation.  75 

This paper reports on the influence of venting on the response of internally blast-loaded 76 

scaled LD-3 structures. A scaled model, with representative geometry of a LD-3 and various 77 

venting configurations, was subjected to blast loading. The transient and permanent 78 

deformation of the diagonal side was used as the performance measure. The computational 79 

simulations provided additional insight into the pressure evolution that could not be 80 

determined experimentally. Although it should be noted that the effect of luggage within the 81 

containers has not been addressed in the current work, past research has shown that luggage 82 

reduced the blast loading and container damage [11], hence it is assumed that detonations 83 

within empty containers is a worst-case scenario. The findings presented herein should prove 84 

useful to blast engineers seeking mitigation solutions onboard aircraft.  85 

 86 

 87 

 88 

 89 
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1. Air-blast experimentation 90 

1.1 Test structure 91 

The test structure was manufactured at 1:6 scale, based on the internal dimensions of the 92 

LD-3. The 1:6 scale was the best compromise between having sufficient internal free 93 

volume (accurate explosive positioning inside the structure) and low mass (easy handling). 94 

The real LD-3 is manufactured using a lightweight tubular aluminium alloy frame and thin 95 

aluminium sheeting riveted along the edges [5]. As shown in Figure 1, most of the tested 96 

structure comprised 20 mm thick steel walls (to allow for a rigid assumption) with one 97 

deformable AA5754h22 aluminium alloy target plate. The target plate was clamped to the 98 

diagonal side, as shown in Figure 1. The thick walls were assumed to remain rigid during 99 

the blast testing, allowing multiple blast tests to be performed within the single box. The 100 

exposed area of the target plate was 255 mm × 117 mm.  101 

 102 

 103 

 104 

 105 

 106 

 107 

 108 

 109 

 110 

 111 

 112 

 113 

Figure 1: Schematic showing the structure used in the scaled experiments, based on the 114 

internal geometry of a 1:6 scaled LD-3 115 

 116 

1.2 Internal confined blast test method 117 

Bare, spherical, plastic explosive PE4 charges were detonated inside the empty structure to 118 

produce the internal blast loading. A polystyrene bridge was used to position the charges at 119 

the volumetric centre, and perpendicular to the geometric centre of the AA5754h22 120 

aluminium alloy target plate. Hence, the stand-off distance (SOD), defined as the distance 121 

from the charge centre to the target plate surface, was kept constant at 163 mm. The charge 122 

mass was varied between 10g and 25g to obtain a range of responses in the deformable target 123 

Top plate 

Box 

Flange 

Clamp frame 

Aluminium 

target plate 
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plates. This would be equivalent to a full-scale charge mass range of 1.9 kg to 5.9 kg. Three 124 

venting configurations were tested for the internal blast detonations: (1) no venting (fully 125 

confined), (2) single-sided venting (𝜁𝜁 = 0.7) and (3) double-sided venting (𝜁𝜁 = 1.4).  The test 126 

arrangement for the fully-confined tests is shown in Figure 2. Following the experiments, all 127 

the target plates were scanned using a 3D scanner to obtain surface plots of the deformed rear 128 

surface. 129 

 130 

 131 

 132 

 133 

 134 

 135 

 136 

 137 

 138 

 139 

 140 

 141 

Figure 2: Schematic section view of the load setup for confined blast tests. 142 

 143 

1.3 Unconfined blast test method 144 

The unconfined blast tests were performed on the same batch of AA5754h22 target plates 145 

using the same boundary conditions and spherical PE4 charges. The tests were performed on 146 

a pendulum fitted with a pair of IDT vision NR4 S3 high-speed monochrome cameras which 147 

captured the transient blast response of the target plate. The cameras were rail mounted and 148 

assumed not to move independently from each other. The field of view was focussed on the 149 

central strip of the plates and the cameras had an included angle of approximately 30°. The 150 

charge mass was varied from 10g to 25g with repeat tests performed in the 10-17g range.  151 

1.4 Transient response measurements during the unconfined tests 152 

Tests were filmed at 16 000 fps, over a 1024 pix x 180 pix region of interest, with an 153 

exposure time of 31 µs The cameras were triggered using a custom-made TTL circuit 154 
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activated by the explosive detonation. Each camera was focused on the central strip across 155 

the length of the target plate.  The equipment was enclosed by a pair of shrouds which 156 

protected the cameras from the detonation flash and combustion products, shown in Figure 3. 157 

Dantec Dynamics Istra 4D DIC software was used to extract the images and measurements 158 

from the camera system. LED lights were used to illuminate the rear surface of the target 159 

plate which was speckled with a random pattern. The stereo-imaging system was calibrated 160 

prior to testing by taking multiple images of a checkerboard patterned calibration target at 161 

different positions using both cameras. The DIC software calculated system parameters and 162 

calibration values for use during post-processing.  163 

During post-processing, the specimen deformation was determined by tracking the movement 164 

of the speckle pattern using a correlation algorithm to minimise the errors. Data was extracted 165 

along a centre line indicated on the plate using two markers, and mid-point displacement was 166 

calculated. Further details on this method are available in reference [12]. 167 

 168 

 169 

 170 

  171 

 172 

 173 

2.  174 

 175 

 176 

 177 

Figure 3: Photographs of unconfined blast rig setup showing the target plate (left) 178 

and the high-speed camera system inside the shroud (right). 179 

 180 

2. Experimental Results 181 

2.1 Unconfined blast tests: permanent deformation 182 

Thirteen unconfined blast tests were performed in total, with six of those tests providing 183 

transient response measurements. A summary of the unconfined blast tests results is given in 184 

Table 1. The peak transient displacements are 1-2 plate thicknesses greater than the 185 
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permanent mid-point displacements, which was expected. The target plates exhibited large 186 

plastic deformation with classical yield line formation that is typical of impulsively loaded 187 

rectangular panels with clamped boundary conditions. The action of membrane action 188 

becomes more evident as charge mass increased, indicated by the rounding of the profile 189 

between the plastic hinge lines.  190 

Some typical contour plots of the permanently deformed profiles are shown in Figure 4. Each 191 

band represents a 1mm step in displacement. The yield lines extending from the corners 192 

towards the plate centre are more evident at higher charge masses. No plate rupture or 193 

significant material thinning were evident in the plates for the tested charge mass range. 194 

Photograph of typical deformed plates tested at 25g are shown in Figure 5, including the 195 

unconfined 25g detonation in Figure 5a. 196 

Table 1: Summary of unconfined blast test results 197 

Test 

number 

Charge 

mass (g) 

Peak midpoint 

displacement (mm) 

Perm. midpoint 

displacement (mm) 

Maximum permanent 

displacement
 
(mm) 

DIC3 10 9.84 7.22 7.88 

DIC10 10 9.34 5.73 6.58 

DIC1 12 - 7.11 6.73 

UC1 12 - 7.61 7.81 

DIC4 12 11.19 8.50 9.16 

DIC5 12 9.43 6.32 7.14 

DIC2 15 - 12.36 12.61 

DIC6 15 15.41 12.89 13.06 

DIC9 17 13.67 10.65 11.58 

DIC7 17 - 10.67 11.13 

DIC8 17 - 13.85 13.92 

UC2 20 - 11.10 11.86 

UC3 25 - 14.89 14.92 

 198 
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  199 

 200 

 201 

(a)                                                                (b) 202 

 203 

 204 

                                      (c) 205 

Figure 4: Selected permanent displacement contour maps from unconfined test target panels 206 

(a) UC1, 12g detonation (b) UC2, 20g detonation (c) UC3, 25g detonation  207 

 208 

A graph of permanent mid-point displacement versus charge mass is shown in Figure 6. 209 

There is a general trend of increasing mid-point displacement with increasing charge mass, 210 

although some of the results are outside the expected trend. Two reasons are apparent for the 211 

observed deviations. Firstly, small asymmetries in the displacement profiles were measured, 212 

with the difference between the maximum permanent displacement and the mid-point 213 

permanent displacement being less than 1 mm. However, for the 10g and 12g tests, an 214 

asymmetry of nearly 0.9 mm was observed in two tests represented a high percentage (11-215 

13%) of the final displacement. This meant the permanent displacement measurements were 216 

slightly lower than anticipated. Secondly, there was some localised deformation (pulling-in) 217 

observed along the boundary edge in three tests, as indicated in Figure 6. Pulling in of the 218 

boundary is known to increase the mid-point displacement and delay tearing failures [13-14]. 219 

When these tests are excluded, a linear trend line with a R
2
 coefficient of 0.96 was fitted 220 

through the data. 221 

  222 
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 224 

 225 

 226 

 227 

 228 

(a) 229 

 230 

 231 

 232 

 233 

 234 

 235 

 236 

(b) 237 

 238 

 239 

 240 

 241 

 242 

 243 

 244 

(c) 245 

Figure 5: Photographs of selected target plates (a) unconfined UC3, 25g, oblique view (b) 246 

double-sided venting (𝜁𝜁 = 1.4), 25g, top view (c) fully confined, 20g, top view 247 
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 248 

 249 

 250 

 251 

 252 

 253 

 254 

 255 

 256 

 257 

 258 

Figure 6: Graph of permanent mid-point displacement versus charge mass, with 259 

inconsistent tests highlighted 260 

 261 

2.2 Unconfined blast tests: transient response 262 

The transient mid-point displacement-time histories obtained from the unconfined blast 263 

experiments (red and blue lines) for the 10g, 12g and 17g detonations are shown in Figures 264 

7a, 7b and 8 respectively. Although the numerical simulation results are also presented in 265 

Figure 7 and 8, these will only be discussed in section 4, after the presentation of the model 266 

development. This section will only describe the experimentally measured transient response. 267 

The 15g tests were excluded because of the localised boundary effects. The two 10g and 12g 268 

detonations, shown in Figure 7, gave very repeatable responses. For all charge masses, the 269 

target plates began to move 100µs after detonation and peak deflection was reached just 270 

before 400 µs. The panels recovered elastically after peak and oscillated about a permanent 271 

displacement. The permanent mid-point displacement obtained from an average of the 272 
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longer-time oscillations captured from the camera images agreed well with the post-test 273 

manual measurements. 274 

 275 

 276 

 277 

 278 

 279 

 280 

 281 

 282 

 283 

(a)                                                                            (b) 284 

Figure 7: Graph of transient mid-point displacement versus time showing experimental (blue, 285 

red) and simulation (black) results (a) 10g (b) 12g 286 

 287 

 288 

 289 

 290 

 291 

 292 

 293 
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 294 

Figure 8: Graph of transient mid-point displacement versus time for a 17g detonation, 295 

showing experimental (red) and simulation (black) results 296 

The transient evolution of the target plate profile across the long-wise mid-line (255 mm 297 

long) is shown in Figure 9 for a 12g unconfined detonation (DIC5), at various times. The 298 

deformation near to the clamped boundary was not captured by the cameras due to 299 

obscuration by the clamp frame. Similar profiles were obtained for all tests with transient 300 

data capture.  301 

The target plate movement initiated in the centre. The inertia imparted to the target plate 302 

from the blast loading caused a rapid rise in deformation across the profile during the first 303 

200µs of response. The effect of the clamped boundary edge constraining the deformation 304 

and the forming of yield line occurs thereafter, causing the flattening of the profile across 305 

the middle third of the target plate, as seen in Figure 9. The peak displacement, indicated by 306 

the red lines in Figures 9a and 9b, was reached after approximately 375 µs. The profile 307 

shapes captured after 500 µs matched those of the final profile, shown in black, in Figure 308 

9b. The elastic rebound caused a small decrease in displacement but did not substantially 309 

affect the shape.  310 

 311 

 312 

 313 

 314 

(a) 315 

 316 

 317 

 318 

 319 
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(b) 320 

Figure 9: Graphs showing the evolution of the lengthwise deformed profile, 12g 321 

detonation (unconfined, DIC5) (a) 0-375 µs (b) post-peak response (after 375 µs) 322 

 323 

2.3 Influence of venting and confinement 324 

Thirteen additional blast tests were performed to investigate the influence of confinement on 325 

the response of the target plate. Table 2 is a summary of the fully confined, single-sided 326 

venting and double-sided venting blast test results. The deformation mode was large plastic 327 

deformation with classical yield line formation, accompanied by some membrane action that 328 

rounded the profile, like the unconfined tests. The maximum and mid-point permanent 329 

displacements were similar, with small variations of up to 1 mm observed in some 330 

experiments and no differences in others. Plate rupture extending along the entire boundary 331 

edge was observed in the fully confined (that is, no venting) test at 20g. A photograph of the 332 

target plate is shown in Figure 5c. No other plate ruptures were observed in the vented tests 333 

up to a charge mass of 25g. 334 

 335 

Table 2: Summary of the blast tests using confinement and venting 336 

Venting 

type 

Test 

number 

Charge mass 

(g) 

Permanent midpoint 

displacement (mm) 

Maximum permanent 

displacement (mm) 

No 

venting: 

fully 

confined 

FC3 10 13.67 13.67 

FC2 12 16.34 16.34 

FC4 15 17.01 17.01 

FC5 17 17.25 17.25 

FC1 20 Rupture Rupture 

Single- 

sided 

venting 

FV(0.7)2 10 11.51 11.66 

FV(0.7)1 15 15.89 15.89 

FV(0.7)3 20 17.84 18.77 

FV(0.7)4 25 23.24 23.24 

Double-

sided 

FV(1.4)1 10 11.09 11.13 

FV(1.4)2 15 15.42 16.06 
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venting 
FV(1.4)3 20 19.03 19.25 

FV(1.4)4 25 19.67 20.08 

 337 

A graph of permanent midpoint displacement versus charge mass for all confinement types is 338 

shown in Figure 10. The fully confined tests caused the largest displacements in the target 339 

plates while the unconfined tests produced the lowest displacements. The single-sided and 340 

double-sided venting are difficult to distinguish from each other but have displacements that 341 

are lower than the fully confined configuration. This highlights the potential of an open-sided 342 

LD-3 for mitigating the effects of the blast on the primary framework of an aircraft, 343 

especially considering the target plate rupture caused by the fully confined 20g detonation.  344 

 345 

 346 

 347 

 348 

 349 

 350 

 351 

 352 

 353 

 354 

 355 

Figure 10: Graph of permanent midpoint displacement versus charge mass, showing the 356 

effect of confinement and venting 357 

Contour plots of the permanent deformed profiles for the four test conditions at 15g are 358 

Single venting Double 

venting 
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shown in Figure 11. As before, the yield lines along the diagonals are indicated by the 359 

closeness of the contour lines. There is some flattening of the profile evident in the central 360 

region, except for the plate with double venting, which also exhibited some localized 361 

irregular deformation near the bottom edge (circled in red). However, the final mid-point 362 

displacement magnitudes do not appear affected by the minor asymmetry present in the 363 

double-sided vented test. The experiments showed little difference between single-sided 364 

and double-sided venting in the shape of the deformed profiles or the magnitude of the final 365 

displacement. 366 

 367 

 368 

 369 

 370 

 371 

 372 

(a) Unconfined        (b) Fully confined 373 

 374 

 375 

 376 

 377 

 378 

 379 

(c) Single venting (𝜁𝜁 = 0.7)      (d) Double venting (𝜁𝜁 = 1.4) 380 

 381 

Figure 11: Permanent displacement contour maps of the target plates, 15g tests 382 

 383 

3. Computational simulation development 384 

Computational simulations were developed for each of the experimental conditions using 385 

the LS DYNA
® 

commercial software. The target plate, clamp frame and explosive were 386 

modelled using the Multi Material Arbitrary Lagrange Eulerian (MMALE) Fluid Structure 387 

Interaction (FSI) approach in LS-Dyna. Half-symmetry was used in the fully-confined, 388 

double-sided venting and unconfined models to improve the computation time. A full 389 

model was required for the single-sided venting simulation. The four models are shown in 390 

Figure 12. Mesh dependency studies were performed to determine the sizes of the air, target 391 
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plate and Ld-3 structure meshes and ensure that leakage of the explosive material through 392 

the plate did not occur.  393 

Much of the CPU time was spent finding convergence for the air mesh solution at each time 394 

step, so once the blast pressure had diminished to inconsequential levels, the air mesh was 395 

removed from the simulation. This “pressure cut-off” time was first determined for each 396 

confinement type by examining the pressure-time histories and their effect on the target 397 

plate response. To reduce the computational run-time, each simulation was run in two 398 

stages: the first was the loading stage which terminated at the pressure cut-off time. The 399 

second was an unloading phase, where a restart analysis was performed by inputting the 400 

loading conditions from the first stage and deleting the air mesh and FSI constraints. The 401 

pressure cut-off times were: 200 µs (unconfined), 700 µs (fully confined) and 400 µs for the 402 

single-sided and double-sided venting. 403 

 404 

 405 

 406 

 407 

 408 

 409 

 410 

(a)      (b)       (c)      (d) 411 

 412 

Figure 12: Numerical blast models for (a) fully-confined, (b) single venting (𝜁𝜁 = 0.7), (c) 413 

double venting (𝜁𝜁 = 1.4) (d) unconfined blasts. 414 

3.1 Air and explosive modelling 415 

The air domain was modelled using 3D eight-node solid brick elements with a unity aspect 416 

ratio and an element length of 2 mm. A multi-material arbitrary Langrangian-Eulerian 417 

(MMALE) element formulation was used to model the air and explosive. Hourglass control 418 

of the solid elements was implemented using the Flanagan-Belytschko viscous form with 419 

exact volume integration.  420 

The air was modelled as a null material obeying the ideal-gas relation. The properties (gas 421 

constant (R), specific heat ratio (γ), initial density (ρ0) and initial internal energy per unit 422 

volume (E0)) are listed in Table 3 and were obtained from reference [15]. The explosive was 423 
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modelled using the JWL equation of state (EOS) and the high-explosive-burn material 424 

model. The material-specific EOS parameters include pressure terms (A, B) and non-425 

dimensional terms (R1, R2, ω). The detonation parameters include the initial detonation 426 

energy per unit volume (E0), detonation velocity (D), the Chapman-Jouguet pressure (PCJ) 427 

and the initial density of the explosive (ρ0). These parameters are listed in Table 4 and were 428 

obtained from reference [16]. It is assumed that PE4 and C4 properties can be used 429 

interchangeably, following the modelling approach of previous work [10, 12].  430 

 431 

Table 3: Properties of air used in the LS-Dyna simulations [15] 432 

 433 𝑅𝑅 

(kJ/kg ∙ K) 

𝛾𝛾 𝜌𝜌0 

(kg/m3) 

𝐸𝐸0 

(kJ/m3) 

0.2870  1.400 1.184 253.3 

 434 

Table 4: Properties of explosive used in simulations [16] 435 

Equation of state parameters  Detonation parameters 𝐴𝐴 

(MPa) 

𝐵𝐵 

(MPa) 

𝑅𝑅1 𝑅𝑅2 𝜔𝜔  𝐸𝐸0 

(MPa ∙ m3/m3) 

𝐷𝐷 

(m/s) 

𝑃𝑃𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 
(MPa) 

𝜌𝜌0 

(kg/m3) 

609770 12950 4.5 1.4 0.25  9000 8193 28000 1601 

 436 

3.2 Target plate modelling 437 

The thin target plate was modelled using 2D four-node quadrilateral shell elements with an 438 

element length of 2 mm. The material definition was described by the Johnson-Cook 439 

material model [17]. The model constitutively defines the von Mises equivalent flow stress 440 

(𝜎𝜎𝑓𝑓) of a metal in terms of plastic strain (𝜀𝜀𝑝𝑝), strain rate (𝜀𝜀̇) and temperature (𝑇𝑇), as 441 

described in Eq. (2). 442 𝜎𝜎𝑓𝑓 = �𝐴𝐴 + 𝐵𝐵�𝜀𝜀𝑝𝑝�𝑛𝑛� × [1 + 𝐶𝐶 ln(𝜀𝜀̇∗)] × [1 − (𝑇𝑇∗)𝑚𝑚]    (2) 443 

Where the homologous strain rate and temperature are defined as 𝜀𝜀̇∗ = 𝜀𝜀̇/𝜀𝜀0̇ and 𝑇𝑇∗ = 444 

(𝑇𝑇 − 𝑇𝑇𝑟𝑟)/(𝑇𝑇 − 𝑇𝑇𝑚𝑚), respectively, and 𝐴𝐴 = material yield stress, 𝐵𝐵 = strain hardening 445 

coefficient, 𝑛𝑛 = strain hardening exponent, 𝐶𝐶 = strain-rate sensitivity coefficient, 𝑚𝑚 = 446 

thermal sensitivity exponent, 𝜀𝜀0̇ = reference strain rate, 𝑇𝑇𝑟𝑟 = reference temperature and 𝑇𝑇𝑚𝑚 = 447 
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melt temperature. 448 

The strain-rate and thermal sensitivity parameters were obtained from published literature 449 

[12, 18-19]. The other properties of AA5754h22 were obtained from quasi-static tensile 450 

tests following the ASTM E8 standard [20]. The tensile tests were performed in both the 451 

rolling and transverse to roll directions, at a strain rate of 3.33 x 10
-4

 s
-1

. The material was 452 

slightly sensitive to roll direction, so the tensile tests were simulated using the implicit 453 

solver within LS-Dyna to find the Johnson-Cook parameters that best represented the 454 

behavior. Further details are available in reference [21]. The fitted parameters are given in 455 

Table 5.  456 

 457 

Table 5: Properties of AA5754h22 used in numerical simulations 458 

 459 

Aluminium AA5754h22 [12, 18-19]      𝜌𝜌 

(kg/m3) 

𝐺𝐺 

(GPa) 

𝐸𝐸 

(GPa) 

𝜈𝜈 𝑇𝑇𝑚𝑚 

(K) 

𝐶𝐶𝑝𝑝 

(kJ/kg ∙ K) 

A 

(MPa) 

B 

(MPa) 

n C 

 

m 

 

2700 27.0 68.0 0.3 600 0.900 160.5 339.8 0.5206 0.003 2.52 

 460 

3.3 LD-3 box and clamp frame modelling 461 

The sides of the LD-3 structure and the clamping frame were modelled using three-462 

dimensional, eight-node solid brick elements. A 2 mm element length and unity aspect ratio 463 

were used. These steel members were modelled using an elastic formulation with assumed 464 

properties of density (7850 kg/m
3
), Young’s modulus (210 GPa) and poisson’s ratio (0.3). A 465 

penalty coupling technique was implemented to enforce the fluid-structure interaction 466 

between the Lagrangian (structural components) and solid (air and explosive) meshes. A 2 × 467 

2 coupling-point distribution was defined across each Lagrangian element to enforce the 468 

interaction and prevent leakage. 469 

The simulations captured the first 3 ms of the plate response following detonation. Contact 470 

between the target plate and clamping structures was maintained by implementing an 471 

automatic surface-to-surface card to ensure representative clamped boundary conditions 472 

were simulated. The surface contact was able to restrict the plate motion, removing the need 473 

to model the clamp bolt arrangement, since no material failure was anticipated. Detonations 474 
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above 20g PE4 in the fully confined structures were not simulated as tearing was observed 475 

at 20g in the experiments. 476 

 477 

 478 

 479 

4. Discussion 480 

4.1 Estimates of peak pressure 481 

To ensure that the blast wave modelling gave sensible results, the simulated peak pressure 482 

from the centre of the deformable plate was compared to empirically based estimated from 483 

literature [22-23]. Brode [22] proposed a simple closed-form solution to estimate the peak 484 

overpressure due to the detonation of a sphere of plastic explosive when the over pressure is 485 

larger than 10 bar, for far-field loading conditions. This expression is given in Eq. (3): 486 𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 =  
6.7𝑍𝑍3 + 1      (3) 487 

Where 𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 is the peak pressure measured in bar and Z is the Hopkinson-Cranz scaled 488 

distance Z, where 𝑍𝑍 =  
𝑅𝑅𝑊𝑊1/3 and R = stand-off distance (in m) and W is the TNT equivalent 489 

mass of explosive (in kg) 490 

Another expression for peak overpressure, this time in kPa, was employed by Mills [23], 491 

given in Eq. (4): 492 𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 =  
1772𝑍𝑍3 − 114𝑍𝑍2 +

108𝑍𝑍      (4) 493 

Using a 20g PE4 detonation at a SOD of 163mm, which is typical for the testing reported 494 

herein, and a TNT equivalence for PE4 of 1.2, Eq. (3) estimates the peak overpressure of 3.8 495 

MPa while Eq. (4) predicts a larger overpressure of 9.65 MPa. A peak pressure of 4.3 MPa 496 

was observed in the computational simulations for the 20g PE4 detonation in the unconfined 497 

case, which is between the two empirical estimates, but closer to Eq. (3). This gives 498 

confidence that LS-Dyna is correctly modelling the development of the blast wave and that 499 

the parameters assumed in Tables 3 and 4 are reasonable. 500 

 501 

4.2 Comparisons of numerical simulations and experimental measurements 502 

A graph of simulated versus experimentally obtained permanent mid-point displacement is 503 

shown in Figure 13. The dotted line would indicate perfect correlation. The predicted 504 
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permanent mid-point displacements were slightly lower than the experimentally obtained 505 

values for all test configurations, with the best agreement obtained for the unconfined tests. 506 

The target plates, particularly those from the confined blast models, exhibited boundary pull-507 

in. This type of failure was noticeable at the top and bottom edges of the target plate; only 508 

minor boundary pull-in occurred along the shorter plate sides.  Although the models were 509 

able to capture boundary pull-in, the absence of the clamping bolts in the simulations resulted 510 

in a more uniform boundary failure than that observed in the experimental blasts. In-plane 511 

displacement of material clamped along a boundary edge increases out of plane 512 

displacements and delays the onset of tearing [13-14]. It is evident in some of the 513 

experiments (noticeable particularly in the bolt-hole elongation at high charge masses). It 514 

may also be that the materials response of the aluminium alloy at high strain rates under blast 515 

conditions deviate slightly from the published data used in the material models, thus resulting 516 

in some slight underpredictions for all the simulated deflections. 517 

Comparisons between the transient response of the target plates from simulations and the 518 

unconfined experiments are shown in Figures 7 and 8. All qualitative aspects of the transient 519 

mid-point displacement response are well captured by the simulations, namely the initial rise 520 

in displacement, followed by a rebound and elastic oscillations. The two 10g and 12g 521 

detonations, shown in Figure 7a and 7b, gave very repeatable but not identical responses 522 

experimentally. The simulated peak displacements (indicated by the black lines in Figure 7) 523 

are slightly lower than the experimental ones in some cases, but occur at the same point in the 524 

time history.  525 

 526 

 527 

 528 

 529 

 530 

 531 

 532 

 533 

 534 
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 535 

Figure 13: Graph of permanent mid-point displacement from simulations versus 536 

experimentally obtained counterparts 537 

When the deformed profile shape was compared, there was good agreement between the 538 

experimental and simulated midline profiles for the singly-vented (ζ = 0.7) and unconfined 539 

blasts, and slightly poorer agreement between the fully-confined and all the double venting (ζ 540 

= 1.4) blasts. To illustrate the correspondence, Figure 14 shows the permanently deformed 541 

midline profiles obtained from the 10-17g detonations in the fully-confined arrangement. The 542 

red lines indicate experimental measurements while the dotted lines show the simulation 543 

results. Slight asymmetries in the experimental deformation are evident in the 12g detonation 544 

and the underprediction in permanent deflection is illustrated at low charge masses. 545 

 546 

 547 

Figure 14: Graphs comparing the permanently deformed plate profiles across the plate 548 

midlines obtained for the confined detonations (experiments = red; simulations = black; lines 549 

are offset to distinguish between charge masses) 550 

 551 

A graph of mid-point displacement versus charge mass obtained from simulations is shown in 552 

Figure 15 for the four configurations. The effects of confinement are even more apparent in 553 

the simulations than in the experiments, because the boundary pulling-in phenomena does not 554 

obscure the differences. Linear trends of increasing displacement with increasing charge mass 555 

are apparent within a test configuration. Interestingly, the simulated displacements are 556 

consistently lower for double-sided venting than for single-sided venting, yet this distinction 557 

was not seen in the experiments. Single-sided venting reduced the displacement of the target 558 

place by approximately 10%, and double-sided venting reduced the displacement by up to 559 

23% when compared to the fully confined case. 560 

 561 
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 562 

 563 

 564 

 565 

 566 

 567 

 568 

 569 

 570 

 571 

 572 

 573 

 574 

 575 

Figure 15:  Graph of permanent mid-point displacement from simulations versus charge 576 

mass, showing the influence of confinement and venting 577 

 578 

4.3 Pressure-time histories 579 

As pressure measurements were not undertaken during the experiments, the simulations were 580 

used to gain additional insight into the influence of confinement on the loading of the target 581 

plate. The pressure at the mid-point of the target was plotted for each venting configuration, 582 

and the simulated pressure-time histories are shown in Figure 16. As expected, increasing 583 

charge mass resulted in larger peak pressures. Of greater interest is the effect of structural 584 

confinement on the initial peak pressure. The simulations indicate that the initial peak 585 

pressure increased by a factor of 3 for all arrangements with confinement (regardless of 586 

venting configuration) when compared to the unconfined configuration. 587 
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The unconfined blast loading decayed back to ambient within 150-200 µs of detonation 588 

(shown in Figure 16a). The addition of confinement caused lower magnitude pressure spikes 589 

to impinge upon the target plate subsequent to the initial pressure peak. These spikes resulted 590 

from multiple shock reflections from the rigid internal walls of the LD-3 structure. The 591 

singly-sided venting configuration exhibited a late time (around 340-380 µs after detonation) 592 

small reverberating pressure which was not present in the double-sided venting simulations, 593 

and a slightly lower rate of decay from peak pressure. The fully confined condition exhibited 594 

higher levels of pressure that continued to impinge on the target plate after 600 µs. No results 595 

are presented beyond the pressure cut-off time of 700 µs, but initial simulations showed that 596 

increasing the cut-off time to 1000 µs did not influence the final displacement of the target 597 

plate, so the late time small pressure reverberations still present in the structure after 600 µs 598 

were assumed to be insignificant. The simulations confirmed that venting had no effect on the 599 

peak pressure but was effective at removing the late-time pressure reflections that occur 600 

within the fully-confined structures. This is consistent with previous studies [8, 11]. 601 

 602 

 603 

 604 

 605 

 606 

 607 

 608 

 609 

 610 

 611 

 612 

 613 

 614 

 615 

 616 

Figure 16: Simulated pressure-time histories at the target plate centre (a) fully confined (no 617 

venting), (b) single-sided venting, (c) double-sided venting, (d) unconfined. 618 

 619 

4.4 Blast wave development and interaction 620 

Figures 17 to 19 show the simulated blast pressure wave development for three of the 621 
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confinement types subjected to a 15g charge detonation. A spherical blast wave propagated 622 

radially from the charge centre for the first 40 µs, as shown in the first two images of Figures 623 

17 to 19. This is due to the development of the detonation wave transferred to air being a 624 

function of the charge shape and not being influenced by the confinement geometry until the 625 

blast wave begins to interact with the walls of the container.  626 

 627 

 628 

 629 

 630 

 631 

 632 

 633 

 634 

 635 

 636 

 637 

 638 

 639 

 640 

 641 

 642 

 643 

 644 

 645 

 646 

 647 

 648 

 649 

 650 

 651 

 652 

 653 

 654 

 655 
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 656 

 657 

Figure 17: Simulated blast wave evolution for a 15g detonation for the unconfined test 658 

arrangement 659 

 660 

For the unconfined case, the blast wave continued to expand radially until it impinged on the 661 

target plate, shown in the pressure contour plot at 60 µs in Figure 17. Some pressure 662 

recirculation along the target plate clamped boundary edge was evident after 80 µs, causing a 663 

small high-pressure zone to accumulate along the target plate edge. At 100 µs, the blast wave 664 

is shown to propagate along both the target plate and then across the clamp frame (120 µs), 665 

until after 160-180 µs the pressure has propagated away from the target plate and out of the 666 

air domain. 667 

The fully confined case, shown in Figure 18, had the same pressure development as the 668 

unconfined test for the first 40 µs, and differed only once the pressure waves interacted with 669 

the confinement walls, as shown at 60 µs in Figure 18. High pressure reflections from the top 670 

and bottom walls, as well as the reflected wave from the target plate, are evident after 60 µs.  671 

High pressures accumulated along the target plate walls, as before, after 80 µs. Blast wave 672 

reflections from the vertical walls (particularly the rear face and the vertical region above the 673 

target plate) are also exhibited. The pressure reflections from the walls caused much higher 674 

target plate pressure magnitudes between 50 µs and 80 µs. This was evident when comparing 675 

Figures 17 and 18 at this time increment and was also observed from the pressure-time 676 

history graphs shown in Figure 16. The peak pressures at the corners of the plates occurred 677 

after approximately 80 µs to 100 µs, and were typically 25 % to 30% lower in the top corner 678 

than in the bottom corner due to the internal geometry of the ULD. The time to peak pressure 679 

in the corners decreased with increasing charge mass, which was similar to the trend for peak 680 

pressure time for the mid-point of the target plate in Figure 16.  681 

The pressure reflections within the fully confined ULD box increased the loading time, as 682 

regions of high pressure developed in the box corners due to recirculation effects (after 100 683 

µs), shown in Figure 18. After 200 µs, the reflected blast waves returned to the centre of the 684 

ULD. For the next 300 µs, there was a complex interaction of internally reflected pressure 685 

waves accompanied by quasi-static pressure accumulation.   686 
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Figure 19 shows the development of blast waves within a single vented ULD subjected to a 687 

15g detonation. As the single vented case was not symmetric, the full box was modelled. 688 

Unfortunately, this meant the box walls obscured some of the pressure contour plots in Figure 689 

19, but the general development path can still be identified. As before, the differences 690 

between the singly vented and unconfined cases only became evident between 40 and 60 µs, 691 

as the pressure interacted with the ULD walls.  692 

  693 
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 720 

 721 

 722 

 723 

Figure 18: Simulated blast wave evolution for a 15g detonation for the fully confined test 724 

arrangement 725 

At 60 µs, the pressure had started venting out of the open side, although this did not 726 

significantly reduce the pressure applied to the target plate until after 100 µs when compared 727 

to the fully confined case shown in Figure 18, meaning that the target plate pressure-time 728 

histories for the first 100 µs resembled the fully confined case rather than the unconfined one, 729 

confirmed by the histories at the target plate centre shown in Figure 16. Once again, the peak 730 

pressure in the corners occurred after 80 µs to 100 µs and was lower in the top corners by 731 

approximately 25 % to 30 %. Interestingly, although venting had minimal effect on the mid-732 

point pressure-time histories shown in Figure 16, adding venting reduced the magnitude of 733 

the peak pressure in the target plate corner nearest the vented side by approximately 10% 734 

while having no influence on the corners by the wall.   735 

After 160 µs, the pressures had reflected from the ULD walls and returned to the centre of the 736 

ULD box and some pressure continued to vent from the open side. Much lower pressures 737 

were evident in the ULD in the later time phases (200 to 400 µs) although the internal 738 

pressure reflections continued as in the fully confined case. The predicted double vented 739 

pressure evolution was very similar to the single vented simulations, except that the peak 740 

target plate corner pressures were reduced by approximately 10 % on both sides (adjacent to 741 

both vents). 742 

 743 

Concluding comments 744 

Experiments were successfully performed on 1:6 scaled LD-3 to ascertain the influence of 745 

confinement and venting on the response of a deformable aluminium target plate situated at 746 

the diagonal face of the structure. The unconfined tests included transient measurement of the 747 

mid-line displacement using high-speed stereo imaging techniques. The unconfined tests 748 

showed good repeatability in the profile shape, peak displacement and features of the 749 

displacement-time history. The simulations showed that the confined detonations (regardless 750 

of venting type) caused peak pressures on the target plate that were three times greater than 751 
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the unconfined detonations. The fully confined detonations also produced multiple 752 

reverberations of pressure within the structure. Introducing venting had a slight effect on the 753 

decay of the peak pressure and reduced the late-time pressure reflections inside the LD-3.  754 
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 785 

 786 

Figure 19: Simulated blast wave evolution for a 15g detonation for the single venting 787 

arrangement 788 

 789 

The fully confined blast tests exhibited the highest permanent displacements and were the 790 

only tests to produce rupture of the target plate. Introducing single-sided or double-sided 791 

venting lowered the displacements (compared to full confinement with no venting). The 792 

influence of the side venting was slightly obscured in the experiments due to boundary 793 

pulling-in effects at higher charge masses, but the simulations showed that venting from two 794 

side was slightly more effective in reducing target plate deformation than single-sided 795 

venting.  796 

The experiments and simulations have demonstrated the beneficial effect of venting: damage 797 

to the target plate was reduced and the later time pressure reflections within the structure 798 

were reduced. Practically speaking, this can be applied onboard aircraft by using LD-3 ULDs 799 

with canvas sides rather than solid ones. The LD-3 containers can be arranged in such a way 800 

that the blast loading vents from the open sides into the adjacent LD-3, allowing the pressure 801 

loading to propagate lengthwise along the aircraft body and away from the vulnerable parts of 802 

the primary framework immediately adjacent to the diagonal face of the LD3. It is expected 803 

these results will be helpful to blast engineers considering the threat of explosive detonations 804 

within aircraft luggage container bays.  805 
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